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European Home Introduces the First Outdoor Corner Style Gas Fireplace 

 

MIDDLETON, Mass. – August 7, 2018 - European Home, manufacturer of modern gas fireplaces, 

introduces the J Series Outdoor Corner Gas Fireplace, the first of its kind in the hearth industry. The 

state of outdoor living spaces is undoubtedly evolving.  The J Series Corner Style Fireplace is the 

quintessential symbol of this shift to a more elegant outdoor space.  This corner fireplace is a bold 

stylistic choice for the modern patio. 

 

The J Series features an asymmetrical design and a completely frameless configuration which 

activates your outdoor architecture in a way a classic fire-pit simply never could.  According to 

Holly Markham, Founder and President of European Home, "The thing that really distinguishes this 

outdoor fireplace from the rest is its bold corner configuration, artistically crafted fire media, and 

the flames, you just have to see these flames." 

Constructed of thick-gauge stainless steel in the heart of New England, this outdoor fireplace is 

built to withstand the elements.  Speaking of the elements, at 76,000 BTU/hr. the J Series is a 

wonderful heating source to curl up next to on a chilly fall evening.  

The J Series outdoor fireplace line is designed and manufactured in the United States by European 

Home. All their luxury fireplace products are sold through their network of local professional 

fireplace specialists. 

 

About European Home 

All European Home products are expertly crafted with cutting edge technology and high-quality 

materials to ensure clean, minimal lines and robust flames. Whatever your design aesthetic or style, 

you’ll find the perfect fireplace with European Home’s complete line of indoor and outdoor 

fireplaces. For more information, please visit https://www.europeanhome.com/. 
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The J Series Outdoor Corner Gas Fireplace redefines the modern outdoor patio. 

https://www.europeanhome.com/product/j-series-corner-style-outdoor-gas-fireplace/

